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                       Intended Use

medDream is a web based DICOM Viewer that is aimed at delivering medical image review and reporting functionality 
to where it is needed for all users who need it. Our software is designed with ease of use in mind starting from intuitive 
user interface down to straight forward export and DICOM forwarding functionality.

With our data streaming technology, we aim to provide a zero-delay experience to our users be it within the hospital 
or on not so fast WAN networks. We do not ask physicians to wait until the whole study is downloaded to the local 
computer, on the contrary we allow to start working on the image as it is being streamed to the user.

We at Softneta understand that medical images are just a part of information with which physicians have to work 
every day, therefore we aim to provide the user the most convenient bi-directional integration mechanism that would 
allow seamless navigation between HIS/EMR and medDream DICOM Viewer. 

                          Highlights

medDream DICOM WEB Viewer is a multi-modality cer-
tified CE Class 1 medical device (pending CE Class 2 
medical device certification) that can be used for review 
purposes or even primary diagnosis. Our software is de-
signed to make the images available across the hospital, 
when combined with a referring physician or a patient-
portal medDream can also present images to the cus-

tomers of the institution – the referring physicians and 
ultimately patients.  The system is fully UNICODE com-
pliant and provides the user interface in English, Ger-
man, Spanish, Finnish, French, Lithuanian, Russian and 
Swedish out of the box with a possibility to add more 
user interface languages.
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Radiology functions

medDream DICOM WEB Viewer has a rich radiology tool 
set which includes regular tools as zoom, pan, window-
ing, magnifier as well as measurement and advanced 
tools:

 • Draw and measure the length of a line;

 • Show all the angles between intersecting lines;

 • Draw and measure an angle;

 • Draw and measure the length of a polyline (line consisting 
of multiple segments);

 • Mark area of interest with a polyline and measure its area;

 • Draw and measure Cobb angle;

 • Calculate standard deviation and mean in Hounsfield units 
on a 10 by 10 mm square. 

 • Measure Hounsfield units at a specific point of a CT study; 

 • Display of reference lines (Scout Lines);

 • Cine playback of multi-frame sequences with video seeking 
support; 

 • Simultaneous playback of up-to 9 DICOM video files; 

 • Comfortable bar of series preview with thumbnails;

 • Tracking of image orientation (Right, Left, Anterior, Poste-
rior, Superior, Inferior), when manipulating the study with the 
transformation tools (Rotate Left/Right and Flip Vertical/Hori-
zontal);

 • Multi-planar reconstruction (MPR).

medDream supports the following DICOM functions 
as well as files and formats:

Implicit Little Endian, Explicit Little Endian, JPEG, JPEG-LS, 
JPEG 2000, RLE, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 Transfer Syntaxes:

 • C-FIND, C-GET and C-MOVE functions;

 • DICOM ECG file support;

 • DICOM MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 Video playback support;

 • DICOM Study forwarding to pre-defined DICOM partners;

 • Saving studies locally in DICOM, JPEG, TIFF and videos in 
MP4;

 • Exporting studies to DICOM portable format;

 • medDream is using flexible and open integration interface 
for connecting to HIS and/or EHR systems primarily based on 
URL calls, thus allowing it to be integrated in any medical ap-
plication;

 • medDream supports all commonly used DICOM SOP 
classes for viewing. These are also constantly expanded in 
our software release cycles, with a version coming out every 
quarter. All version upgrades are included in the yearly main-
tenance fee.
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Cardiology specific functions

medDream can be used to measure a volume on a 2D 
image by using the Simpson’s approximation rule, the 
2D area that way is spun over a selected axis to form 
a 3D shape and a volume of such shape is measured. 
This technique allows to do volume measurements of a 
heart in a 2D Computed Radiography image.

medDream supports measurement of Velocity Time In-
tegral on ultrasound (US) studies that can quantify the 
trace of the Doppler flow profile.

Supported ECG devices:

 • Mortara 12 lead DICOM ECG (Little Endian);

 • Customed 12 lead DICOM ECG (Little Endian);

 • Schiller 12 lead DICOM ECG (Little Endian);

 • Other 12 lead DICOM ECG (Little Endian) or devices that in 
conjunction with a gateway can provide such data.

ECG manipulation tools are all presented in an innovative zoom model which allows zooming like in PDF 
and allows to measure and quantify the ECG data:

 • Area calculation indicating beats per minute, time, millivolt (mV, s, bpm);

 • QT interval - by marking the Q, T and the next Q positions on the ECG the RR interval is calculated as well as QT and the QTc 
(based on Bazett’s formula)

 • Measure heart rate (HR) and compare its interval variance over the ECG;

 • Measure the QRS electrical heart axis;

 • Review ultrasound(US) machine generated report;

 • Comparison of 2 or more ECGs by normalizing and then overlaying them on one another;

 • Up to 9 ECG`s may be opened at once.

medDream WEB DICOM Viewer provides not only 
standard image manipulation tools, but also a way to 
read, manipulate and interpret electrocardiography 
(ECG) data
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     Ophthalmology Specific functions

For ophthalmology or other visual spectrum images medDream proposes a tool to digitally apply monochromatic 
filters for the primary colors (red, green, blue) as well as secondary (green-blue, red-blue and red-green) to enhance 
the visual contrast of anatomical details.
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System Overview

medDream WEB DICOM Viewer consist of a Viewer com-
ponent which runs in a browser and does not require 
any installation on the client device (computer or any 
other device that has a modern browser, such as tablets 
and mobile phones) and a medDream Application serv-
er which handles the communication with the hospital 
systems (HIS/RIS/PACS and any other EMR) and does 
image preparation for streaming to the medDream WEB 
DICOM Viewer. 

medDream Application server connectivity to the PACS 
can be achieved over the following methods:

 • DICOM Q/R on Study Level

 • WADO Restful Services

 • Direct Access to the file system of the PACS where the im-
ages are stored in conjunction with read rights to the PACS 
Database (PACS ONE, Conquest, DCM4CHEE with other open 
PACS systems optional) 

Cardiology
XA, US, ECG

Ophthalmology
XC, OP, SC

PACS or VNA

Application Server

HIS/RIS/EMR

Dermatology and other fields
XC, OT, SC, DICOM SR, DICOM pdf

Bi-directional 
URL integration

D
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M Report integration

Radiology
CR, DX, CT, MR, MG, US

In standard installations medDream does not do inter-
mittent storage of the images therefore any changes 
done in the PACS will always be reflected when open-
ing the study in medDream DICOM WEB Viewer, any 
changes done in the Viewer (Adding annotations) will be 
stored back in the PACS in a DICOM conform way. 

There are multiple ways for medDream to make the 
created reports of radiological studies available in the 
browser, as standard this is done through HL7 or DI-
COM Structured Report, but other 
custom tailored ways are also available on a project spe-
cific basis. 

medDream is a system designed for performance and 
utilization of the hospital IT resources efficiently there-
fore the medDream Application server is doing conver-
sion of the DICOM files needed for streaming the DI-
COM data to the WEB Viewer. Displaying and the actual 
manipulation of the image is then being done on the 
resources of the system where the medDream Web 
Viewer is running. 

Hospital/Private Clinic
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Access Control

For image distribution within the hospital auditing 
and standard user name and password protection is 
typically enough. In order to have finer access control 
on which patient cases are accessible to whom 
medDream typically relies on a higher authority system 
(e.g. HIS or EMR) which grants access to specific cases. 
This is  typically done by presenting a url for call-up in 
which case medDream patient browser can be disabled, 
this way disableing the possibility to search for other 
patients. 

For image distribution outside the hospital a patient 
portal or a referring physician portal to authenticate 
and authorise access is required, medDream can be 
integrated to such portals easily.  

medDream supports Lightweight Directory Access 
Protocol (LDAP) integration as well as Single Sign-On 
(SSO) through security tokens to allow fast and flexible 
usage of the system for the physicians. Proprietory 
ways of integration to user management and 
access control systems is available on 
project specific basis. 

medDream purchasing process
 

The following describes a typical process how a 
medDream system gets installed in your institution.

 • Initial requirements gathering for a specific Customer

 • medDream software installation in Customer infrastructure 
(up to 5 days)

 • Trial period with limited demo or trial license (45 days)

 • HIS/RIS/EHR integration (if needed)

 • Purchase decision

 • Permanent license installation

 • Updates and e-mail support
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The following is used to provide preliminary Hardware 
sizing information for the medDream Application Serv-
er. Depending on each specific installation these might 
slightly vary based on the modalities being used in the 
institution.

Systems of up to          50              concurrent users                     

CPU/vCPU 4 Cores 

CPU arithmetic performance 30 GOPS* per core

RAM 8GB

Storage size Minimum 150GB or 1,3TB if 
used with caching

Storage performance Minimum 280 IOPS** 

50

Systems of up to                              concurrent users                     

CPU/vCPU 2 Cores 

CPU arithmetic performance 30 GOPS* per core

RAM 4GB

Storage size Minimum 30GB or 240GB if 
used with caching

Storage performance RAID providing minimum 
280 IOPS** 
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Hardware Requirements

Systems of up to          50              concurrent users                     

CPU/vCPU 8 Cores 

CPU arithmetic performance 30 GOPS* per core

RAM 16GB

Storage size Minimum 300GB or 3TB if 
used with caching

Storage performance Minimum 280 IOPS** 

100

*Giga operations per second
**Input/Output operations per second
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                   About                                               

Softneta JSC is a Lithuanian IT company founded in 2007 
which specializes in medical imaging communication 
systems and provides comprehensive services to 
improve health care delivery and reduce the cost of 
patient care. The organization ensures that the customer 
will receive quality systems and services which meet his 
needs and Softneta commitments.

We appreciate the intrinsic motivation to achieve 
common goals, respect people, and educate employees, 
by providing the necessary working tools, reviewing 
the quality of work, constantly improving management 

Softneta has received the following awards

 • DICOM Library product of Softneta JSC  won the Innovation Award in 2012 in the category of Innovative Product

 • Softneta was nominated as the “Most successful young high tech company of Lithuania” in the elections as the 
contest “High Tech Start-up 2012”

Address: K. Baršausko str. 59, LT-51423, 
Kaunas, Lithuania

Company Code: 300664890

VAT Indentification Number: LT100003678317

Tel. no: +370 67242852

Softneta JSC successfully completed National E-Health projects

 • National Medical Images Archive (MedVAIS);

 • National Clinical Decision Support System (NKSPS);

 • National Biomedicine Information System (MIDAS);

 • Telemedicine platform for cardiology services in Lithuania;

 • EU project for transfer and viewing of video from Operating Theaters (VideoRouter)

of the organization and working methods. Softneta 
strives to create a democratic and benevolent working 
environment to foster long-term relationships with 
customers, suppliers and partners in order to meet our 
goal of honest and proper conduct of business. As a 
result, quality management system has been developed 
and implemented conforming to ISO 13485 standards.

We at Softneta aim to become a global medical imaging 
and communication organization which implements 
planned, measured, targeted and properly resourced 
business development.
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